H. $Nak\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\iota 0$ $\llcorner$ $\{\backslash $ we obtain a product modular on the lower product spaee $R\times S$ , which will be call ed the lower modular. A In this paper we shall make. use of the notations in the book:
H. NAKANO, Modulared semi-ordered linear spaces, Tokyo (1950) . This book will be denoted by MSLS. Proof. For $0\leqq x\in R,$ $0\leqq y\in S$ , putting $\omega(x, y)=\sup\sum_{\nu,\mu}$ Max $\{\varphi(x_{\nu},y_{\mu}), \psi(x_{\nu_{J}}, y_{\mu})\}$ / for $x=\sum_{\nu-l}^{\kappa}x_{\nu},$ $y=\sum_{\mu\Leftrightarrow l}^{\rho}y_{\mu},$ $0\leqq x_{\nu}\in R,$ $0\leqq y_{\mu}\in S,$ $r_{v},$ $\rho=1,2,$ $\cdots$ , we have obviously for every $a\geqq 0$ $\omega(ax,,\phi=\omega(x, ay)=\mathfrak{l}\alpha ca\langle x, y)$ .
For $0\leqq a$ .
$b\in R$ , if $a+b=\sum_{\nu\Leftarrow 1}^{\kappa}c_{\nu},$ $0\leqq c_{\nu}\in R$ , then we can find Therefore we obtain $t$) $(a, y)+\omega(b,y)\leqq(U(a+b, y)$ . Consequently $W^{\backslash }e$ have $co(a, y)+o(b, y)=\omega(a+b, y)$ .
for $0\leqq a,$ $b\in R,$ $0\leqq y\in S$ . We also can Prove likewise $\omega(x, a)-\vdash\omega(x, b)=\omega(x, \alpha+b)$ for $0\leqq x\in R,$ $0\leqq a,b\in S$ . We also obtain likewise for $0\leqq x\in R,$ $0\leqq a,$ $b\in S$ $\psi(x,a+b)=\psi(x,a)+\psi(x,b)$ .
Thus, putting $\psi(x,y)=\psi(x^{+},y^{+})+\psi(x^{-},y^{-})-\psi(x^{+},y^{-})-\psi(x^{\rightarrow},y^{+})$ for arbitrary $x\in R$ and $y\in S$ , we see easily that $\psi$ is a bilinear functional on $R$ and 
because $\varphi,$ $\psi\geqq 0$ by assumption. Thus we 'have
we conclude hence by Theorem 1.3
For an arbitrary subset $\overline{K}\subset\overline{R,S}$ , we make use of the notation:: 
we obtain obviously a linear functional
also is bounded. Because, for $0\leqq b\in S$ , we have by Theorem 1.1
for every $a\in R$ , and
Furthermore it is evident by definition that
Thus, putting
we obtain a linear operator $T_{\varphi}$ on $R$ into the associated space
is a bounded linear \'Operator.
Conversely, for a bounded linear operator $T$ on $R$ into $\tilde{S}$ , putting
we obtain obviously a bilinear functional $\varphi$ on $R$ and $S$ , and $\varphi$ i$ 
and hence
Next we suppose that both $R$ and 
Proof. . Thus, if $\varphi_{\cap}^{(a)}\psi^{(a)}=0$ , then for any $y\in S$ we can find $y_{1},$ $y_{2}\in S$ such that
Then we have by definition
and hence for $0\leqq a\in R$ we have
We alsct obtain likewise
Thus we have by Theorem 1,3 
we obtain a topological measure $m$ on $\mathfrak{E}\otimes \mathfrak{F}$ . For a continuous function 
for every xER and $y\in S$ .
Proof. Since we have by the spectral theory
we need only prove that $\lim_{\nu\rightarrow\infty}x_{\nu}=x$ , $\lim_{\nu\rightarrow\infty}y_{\nu}=y$ implies
On the other hand we have
Since $\varphi$ is universally continuous by assumption, we obtain our assertion.
H. Nakano and hence for any $e>D,$ $0\leqq a\in R,$ $0\leqq b\in S$ we. can find $p>0$ by Theorem 1.1 such that
For such $\rho$ , putting $\delta=\frac{1}{2\rho}6$ we see by Theorem 1.1 that we conclude by Theorem 4.2 that for every $0\leqq a\in R,$ $0\leqq b\in S$ we .can find a Borel function 
we obtain a $un\dot{w}$ ersally continozts bilmear $ functima_{\nu}^{7}\psi$ on $R$ and $S$ , and we 
If $0\leqq a_{\nu}\leqq a_{t)}(\nu=1,2, \cdots),$ . $s-\lim_{\nu\rightarrow\infty}a_{\nu}=0$ in $R$ , then we have by the integra ti.on theory for every $0\leqq y\in S$ and $\nu=1,2,$ $\cdots$ , On the other hand, we have for ever\'y $0\leqq\overline{z}\in\overline{W}$ .
Thus there exists be $W$ such that $0\leqq b\leqq^{-}a$ and
For this $b\in W$ , we have
Since $R$ is isomorphic to a complete semi-normal manifold of For the upper product space $RS$ , the totality of those elements $z\in RS$ for which we can find $0\leqq x\in R$ and $0\leqq y\in S$ such that $z\leqq xy$ , con- 
